We discuss whether the enhancement in the diphoton final state at M γγ = 750 GeV, observed recently by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations could be a neutral pseudoscalar technipionπ 0 . We considered two distinct minimal models for the dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking. Here we concentrate only on two-flavor vector-like technicolor model and we assume that the two-photon fusion is a dominant production mechanism. We include contributions of 2 → 1, 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 partonic processes. All the mechanisms give similar contributions to the cross section. With the strong Yukawa (technipion-techniquark) coupling g TC ≃ 20 we roughly obtain the measured cross section of the "signal". With such value of g TC we get a relatively small total decay width Γ tot . We discuss also the size of the signal at lower energies (LHC, Tevatron) for γγ final states, where the enhancement was not observed. We predict a measurable cross section for neutral technipion production associated with one or two soft jets. The technipion signal is compared with the Standard Model diphoton background contributions. We observe the dominance of inelastic-inelastic γγ processes. We predict the signal cross section for purely exclusive pp → ppγγ procesess at √ s = 13 TeV to be about 0.2 fb. Such a cross section would be, however, difficult to measure with the planned integrated luminosity. We conclude that in all considered cases the signal is below the background or/and below the threshold set by statistics although some tension can be seen.
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Introduction
Recently both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations announced an observation of an enhancement in the diphoton invariant mass at M γγ ≈ 750 GeV in proton-proton collisions at √ s = 13 TeV [1, 2, 3, 4] . Remarkably, such a hint to a possible New Physics signal has triggered a lot of activities recently. Several possible interpretations were discussed (see for instance [5] ).
One of the appealing and consistent classes of technicolor (TC) models with a vector-like (Dirac) UV completion is known as the vector-like TC (VTC) scenario [6] . The simplest version of the VTC scenario applied to the EWSB possessed two Dirac techniflavors and a SM-like Higgs boson [7, 8, 9] . Recently, the concept of Dirac UV completion has also emerged in composite Higgs boson scenarios with confined SU (2) TC symmetry [10, 11] .
The mechanisms considered in our recent paper [12] are shown in Figs. 1-3 . 
An example of the amplitude calculation
In the case of VTC technipion model [7] , the amplitude for the γγ →π 0 → γγ subprocess reads: 
The Γ tot can be calculated from a model or taken from recent experimental data. In the following we take the calculated value of Γ tot and mπ0 = 750 GeV. The mass scale of the degenerate techniquarks mQ is in principle another free parameter (see Ref. [8] ).
The cross section for the signal is calculated as (µ 2 F = p 2 t,γ ):
where i, j = el or in, i.e. they correspond to elastic or inelastic fluxes (x-distributions) of equivalent photons, respectively, and x 1 , x 2 are the longitudinal momentum fractions of the proton
Selected results
We summarize our results in Table 1 where we have collected cross sections for different QED orders shown in the figures above. The elastic photon fluxes were calculated using the Drees-Zeppenfeld parametrization [13, 14] , where a simple parametrization of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors is used. To calculate inelastic contributions we use collinear approach with photon MRST(QED) parton distributions [15] . Surprisingly, different contributions are of the same order of magnitude. In this calculation g TC = 10 and mQ = 0.75 mπ0 were used. To describe the experimental signal more precisely g TC can be rescaled.
The dependence of the cross section on g TC is shown in Fig 4 for The most important is the distribution in diphoton invariant mass where the signal was observed. In Fig. 5 we show four examples relevant for different experiments using their kinematic conditions: D0 at √ s = 1.96 TeV [17] , ATLAS at √ s = 7 TeV [18] , ATLAS at √ s = 13 TeV [3] , and the prediction for Future Circular Collider at √ s = 100 TeV. We show both signal and background contributions. Clearly theannihilation contribution dominates, especially at large invariant masses in the surrounding of the signal. In our analysis the experimental invariant mass resolution was included for the signal-technipion calculations in the following simple way
In the calculation we take σ = 15 GeV assuming σ /mπ0 ∼ 2%. In Eq. (3.1) we take σπ0 = 0.005 fb, 1.09 fb, 2.36 fb, 24.83 fb corresponding to √ s = 1.96, 7, 13, 100 TeV, respectively, including the relevant kinematical cuts shown in the panels of Fig. 5 . The values of cross sections above were obtained from Eq. (2.3) and g TC = 20.
Conclusions
In our recent paper [12] we discussed a possibility that recently observed by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations diphoton enhancement at invariant mass M γγ ≈ 750 GeV is a technipion. The main emphasis was put on chirally-symmetric (vector-like) Technicolor model with two mass degenerate (techni)flavours. In this model only γγ, γZ and ZZ couplings and production mechanisms are possible. Therefore the decay width is rather small Γ tot ≪ 1 GeV.
We discussed there in detail the production mechanisms within the considered model. In the present version we included only photon initiated processes. In some modern parton distribution models photons are included as partons in the proton. In this model there is a reach pattern of electroweak contributions. We have considered 2 → 1, 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 type processes. We have found that they give similar contributions to the cross section. In order to describe the observed "signal" we had to adjust model coupling of techniquarks to the neutral technipion. Including the photon initiated processes only we have found that g TC ≃ 20 is not inconsistent with the experimental data. In addition, we have made predictions for the Tevatron, Run-I LHC and Future Circular Collider. The predictions for the Tevatron have been discussed in the context of existing data in the diphoton channel. We have concluded that the cross section for energies lower than 8 TeV are so small (below background for integrated luminosity limit) that the signal could not be observed.
We have also made predictions for purely exclusive case. We have predicted the cross section of the order of 0.2 fb at √ s = 13 TeV. To focus on such a case one has to measure technipion (two photons) in the central detectors as well as both protons in forward directions.
In Ref. [12] we considered also an alternative one-family walking technicolor model discussed recently in Ref. [16] (see also references therein). In this model the gluon-gluon fusion is the dominant production mechanism of assumed isoscalar technipion. We refer to [12] for details of the corresponding analysis.
In summary, the considered technicolor models cannot be excluded by the present γγ and dijet data [19, 20] .
